
F requencies of verbs and verbal constructions across Estonian dialects and standard 
language 

 
Frequency effects on different levels of language have recently become the focus in many 
different studies (Divjak & Gries 2012; Gries & Divjak 2012; Bybee 2007; Bybee & Hopper 
2001 among many others). Frequency has been stated as an important factor when observing the 
variation of language (Bod et al. 2003, p.3) and some authors suggest that frequency is a better 
indicator of variational patterns than traditionally used dialect atlases (Szmrecsanyi to appear).  
 
Considering the small size of the area where Estonian is spoken, the differences between 
traditional dialects are remarkable. The present study focuses on the frequencies of verbs and 
two different kinds of verbal constructions in Estonian dialects, standard spoken and written 
Estonian. Previous studies indicate substantial variation  of verbal constructions across dialects 
and these variational patterns do not follow the traditional dialect classification patterns (Author 
et al. 2013; Author 2010). Some previous studies suggest that certain dialects prefer verb + verb 
complement constructions (ex. 1) opposed to others that show preferational tendencies to the 
same verb and action nominal constructions (ex. 2) in the similar functions (Neetar 1986). 
 

(1) Põrand   taha-b   pest-a. 
 floor  want-3.SG wash-INF 
 lit. wants to be washed).  
 
(2)  Põrand   taha-b   pesemis-t. 
 floor  want-3.SG washing-SG.PRT 
 lit. wants washing).  

 
In our presentation we first observe the overall frequencies of verbs in Estonian dialects and we 
hypothesize that these frequencies vary considerably across dialects. We expect the eastern 
dialects to use less verbs than western dialects and we expect these results to correlate with 
previous observations (Author et al. 2013). We also include verb and verbal complement/action 
nominal constructions into the analysis and compare these results in all the dialects. According to 
the previous observations clear variational patterns should emerge here. We compare all the 
dialectal findings with standard spoken and written Estonian and expect the standard language to 
be more similar to Mid and/or Western dialects, as standard language is based on the Mid dialect. 
Potential differences might indicate, on the one hand, different language influences (Germanic 
influence in West and Russian and Latvian influence in East and South), on the other hand, they 
reveal auxiliation of certain verbs in verb+verb constructions. More generally, dialectal 
differences in verb frequencies may show the possible regional sources of changes that have 
taken place primarily in some dialect areas and later become a part of modern standard Estonian. 
 
The data is obtained from the Corpus of Estonian Dialects (CED) which contains the 
morphologically annotated data from all the ten dialects of Estonian language. The standard 
spoken data is obtained from the Corpus of Spoken Estonian (Hennoste 2000) and from the 
Corpus of Written Estonian (Kaalep et al. 2000). 
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